
MRS. ROBERT D. HUGHES
1970 Grape Ave/lue

Boulder, Colorado 80304·

7 December 1991

HULL

Dear Allan,

I received your letteP!29 Nov. and appreciate having all of your comments.

Since I last wrote to you, I have received another packet from Gay, a telephone

call from Caroline (\vho sent the original material to Gay on Aaron Hull and

Abigail Whitlock) and a packet from Caroline.

I received what I was looking for: the Bible Record for Aaron rllillSr. and

Abigail Whitlock, which gives the birthdate of William Hull, their son. IT IS

19 !:JARCH1776, the exact date given for the hrst Wm., son of your Wakeman Hull.

I will enclose a copy of this Bible Record for you. Unfortunately, it is a

typed copy but, according to Caroline, it was probably typed by her grandfather,
directly from the original Bible Record. This Bible is at Caroline's mother's

house, but it cannot be removed from the house because of some family problems.

This Bible may have belonged to Aaron Hull Jr. and his wife Elizabeth

ORSMAN, given in }~'A as Elizabeth Osborne. At any rate, it seems to have a

full account of Aaron Jr. 's parents' family. lne reason that I say that it

probably belonged to Aaron Jr. is that the publication date is 1812. Aaron
Jr. IT~rried Elizabeth Orsman in 1811.

For me, this Bible Record clears up a lot of problems which I had recog-

nized in HFA, but~could not delineate and properly doc\JJ.'lentthe correct inforrr~tion.

I can tell you frankly that finding this Bible Record and the Hull letters which

Caroline also had copies of is one of the HIGH POINTS or doing this Rev. War Hull

book. I think that you will have to agree, since it also helps to clarify your
Wakeman Hull family.

On a separate sheet of paper, I &~ going to type up my CQ~ents on the Bible

Record and this paper will contain further errors which I see in HFA. I will

enclose a copy of these comments for you to see. I will also copy for you the

Bible Record, as well as Caroline's f&~ily group sheet for Aaron Hull and Abigail
Whitlock. I have added at least one thing to this sheet of Caroline's--the 'second

marriage of Aaron Hull Sr., after the death of Abigail Whitlock.

Reaarding the family of your!Wak6nan_Hu~1; you are correct. I still think

that ~~ POSslDk-ttra"t: l'ie_II1A.:X-t$~-pr~v..gnd..s.IymaITieci:RQoCla wtf:rjJ<;teRand had
at least SOITleor the children which HFA gave to him in that first family. But

the n\JJ.~erouserrors in your Waken~n's family, still makes this HFA intonnation

highly suspect. I do not consider that first faITlilycorrect until we can find
further documentation that it is. But I Hill not say at this time that it is

absolutely Hrong--except for the first son William. One reason that I had always
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been suspicious of the fir~hWm. (other than the fact that Wakeman named another
son Wm.--yours) is that h€~woura)have been very young when this ~n. would have

,been born. I do agree with you that in rare instances a man might give two
'sons the same name, but, to my way of thinking, there has to be a reason for this7~

especially when the first Wm. did not die at a young age. In your Wakeman's case,

I could find no outstanding reason for him to name two sons Wm.--the name of Wm.

just was not significant in either the Hull nor the Grumman family--nor in the
Wakeman family. I think one has to support one's theories with reason and there

seemed to be no apparent reason for Wakeman to do this.

I have done a little more Whitlock research and discovered that a Whitlock

genealogy was published in 1880. My source gives no author or con~lete title-

shame on him!--but it does at least reveal that there was an early Whitlock

genealogy published, which I was beginning to doubt. I have not located this as

yet, as it does not show up on the Salt Lake City Family History Library catalogue,

where I might expect to find it. I have an idea that it might be at the New England

Historic & Genealogical Library in Boston, but, if so, it does not show up in their

lending catalogue, which means that one would have to view it in Boston. That makes

it difficult for me--I am a member of this society, but cannot easily get there.
They will only send out books on inter-library loan, in instances where they have

two copies of that particular book. I feel that this book is the best place to
look for Rhoda Whitlock, but who knows whether it is even indexed.

I did view all of the SLC Family History Library's cards on the Whitlock

name, and even copied these from microfiche. However, none of these look too

promising to me. I do not believe that WHITLOCK GLEANINGS probably contains much

New England information. Several of the other Whitlock genealogies seem to be
connected to a Whitlock VA. immigrant who came to VA. about 1708. I do not feel
that there is a connection there.

I am going to SLC next March and will take a look at all of these references
which I copied yesterday at the library, but I am not too optimistic about them.

I think that the one which might be in Boston is the one which we need.

Your reference in your book in regard to your Stephen Hull's p~~~~~~ ~ZUmpawauge Pond conforms exactly to what John Jabez Hull wrote about~in ffie~o ~
second part of his 1848 letter. That is a real find--both fra~ you and from
this letter. 'I'm sure that you agree!

I believe that I discussed the issue of Ephraim Hull in the 1850 Madison Co.

N.Y. census in an earlier letter. I'll try to look this up so that you can refer
back to it.

Vy letter of 13 Feb. 1991 discusses the Ephraim Hull which I found in Madison

Co., N.Y. in the 1850 census. I discuss this on page one of my letter.

You commented that you might want to send out a corrected version of

Wakeman's family to all of those who have your book. Ido think that this would

be a good idea, but I would hold off for just a while as we might come up with

something additional. However, I would certainly write to Robert Hull in Port

Royal, VA. now to tell him of this latest development regarding his Wm. as we

now have this documented from the Aaron Hull-Abigail Wnitlock Bible Record. For
this does change his Hull line. He should be pleased to know that.

I am now going to end this here and begin my page of corrections to BFA,
based on the Aaron Hull-Abigail Whitlock Bible Record, so that I can enclose

a copy for you.

Warm regards,



Mrs. Robert D. 'Hughes
1970 Grape Avenue

Boulder, Colorado 80304

COMMENTS ON AARON HULL SR.-ABIGAIL WHITLOCK BIBLE RECORD (With Corrections to HFA)

Page 1 - Bible Record

1. It is apparent that many of the dates given in HFA are now wrong for the
children of Aaron Sr. and Abigail Whitlock (HFA-p. 45), so I will not

list all of the errors, but just point out the more outstanding ones,
which change the lines given in BFA.

2, Aaron Hull Sr., b. 15 Apr. 1751; d. 24 Jun. 1824. Error in HFA-pp.33, 45.
This Aaron was given erroneously in BFA to #61, Nathaniel Hull and Elizabeth
Burr, when in fact he was their grandson. The son of Nathaniel and Elizabeth

Burr Hull, named Aaron was b. 1736; d. 1748, age 13 (Jacobus).
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Page 2

Aaron Hull Sr. m. (2) to Elizabeth ? , Apr. 1815, a fact not previously

known and not mentioned in BFA. I have not yet located this marriage record
but will keep looking. I have a pretty complete account of Athens Co., OH.

marriages, but do not have this marriage.

Aaron Hull Jr. m. Elizabeth ORSMAN (given in BFA as Osborne). I have checked
the N.Y. and ~1A. IGI (Columbia Co., N.Y. borders on Berkshire Co., ~\.), but

cannot locate the ORSMAN surname at all. This surnmae also does not appear
in our surname catalogue at the Denver Public Library. I will check the SLC
catalogue next--also the CT. IGI. I also note that Caroline has not yet located
this surname. It does not appear in any Columbia Co. and Delaware Co., N.Y.
books which I checked.

Elizabeth Orsman was b. in "Kinchook," Columbia Co., N.Y. I cannot find a

"Kinchook" in the state of N.Y., but there is a Kinderhook in Columbia Co., N.YY.

Son Stephen Hull d. 16 Mar. 1819, aged 22. According to the Bible Record,

Stephen would be aged 25-26 in 1819, if b. 1793 as given on page one of the
Bible Record. Error in BFA: p. 45, Stephen d. 1849. The Stephen Hull who

d. in 1849 and m. Rebecca Alger is therefore not the son of Aaron Sr. and

Abigail Whitlock. Then who is he????

8. Eliza Ann Hull d. 1846, aged 24. Eliza Ann would have d. in 1841, if b. 1~17-18,

as the Bible Record states. Errors might be due to difficulty in reading the
Bible Record hand\vriting.

Page 3 9.' Record of family of Washington Hull. I cannot find this Washington Hull in the
1850 census in Robert Hull Taylor1s HULLS IN 1850. He should be in OH.--I will

keep checking.

I noticed no page of ~~rriage Records for the children of either Aaron Sr. or Aaron

Jr. (except for the marriage of Aaron Jr.) Most family Bibles have a page or more

of marriages. Caroline, did your grandfather type these up or are these missing

from your records? It would be so helpful if we could verify the marriages given

in HFA. Already we kno\v that the Stephen Hull marriage to Rebecca Alger is for
another Stephen Hull--and not for the son of Aaron Sr.



ADDITIONAL COMMENT:

As a result of this most helpful Bible Record, along with the John Jabez 1848

letter,and the additional letters from the Aaron Hull Jr. family and the Stephen

Hull family in Buffalo Grove, Ogle Co., IL;, we now know that Aaron Hull Sr. was

placed in the \~ong family in HFA, as was HFA #1044b, Stephen Hull who m.Anna

Sanford (Gay's ancestors).* It is now confirmed that this Stephen Hull belongs

to HFA #405 Peter Hull who m. Mary ? , rather than #417 Peter Hull who m.

Mary Redfield. Further confirmation on this issue is documented by the Peter

Hull-~Bry ? Bible Record, found in FAMILY RECORDS OF WASHINGTON PIONEERS,

DAR, 1969-1970, which I found on the Family History Library Microfilm #858,649,

Item 2, several years ago in Salt Lake City.

So Aaron Hull Sr. should be placed in the family of HFA #163, Stephen Hull

and Hannah Elizabeth Wakeman. There he joins his brothers #404 Wakeman Hull

(Allan's ancestor) and #405 Peter Hull (Gay's ancestor). Both Aaron Hull Sr.

and Wakeman Hull served in the Revolutiona~y War and my book on HULLS IN THE

REVOLUTIONARY WAR will now carry and document all of these new findings, which
were made possible by Caroline, descendant of Aaron Hull Sr. and Abigail Whitlock,

sharing her records with all of us. THANK YOU, CAROLINE!!!!
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